
























Criserious Rules

In the land of Criseria, a climate crisis

caused by fossil fuel emissions and pollution

is reaching a dangerous tipping point. Six

citizen stakeholders have come together to

make some crucial decisions which will

forever change the course of history on

their continent. Will they be able to work

together to prevent an ecological collapse,

and will they be able to achieve their own

financial and ecological objectives? This

game will test your negotiation skills and

you will discover that the only path to

climate justice is working together.

 

Setup

Shuffle the crisis cards and place
them in a pile face down on the

table. Shuffle the solution cards and
place them face down next to the

crisis cards. Each player should
randomly take a character card and
the appropriate number of chips for

their character.
 

Introduction

There are four rounds in the game. The
round begins by turning over the top

crisis card and placing it in the centre
of the table. In each round, one crisis

card will be tackled. To resolve the crisis
and move to the next round, the group
needs to find and enact a solution card

which accords to the crisis at hand.

Rounds

To avert a full ecological collapse, all four

crises must be resolved and the total justice

points earned through the four solutions must

be at least 100. Some characters have

individual goals such as having an even more

just outcome, with more than 100 justice

points necessary, or needing to have a

certain amount of chips left in their pockets

at the end. While it is essential to reach at

least 100 points for everyone as a group to

win, it is not always possible for everyone to

achieve their individual objectives. Who will

make the sacrifice to save the team and the

world?

 

Winning the
Game

Researching

Solution Cards

 To find solutions, research must be

conducted. Researching solution

cards costs one chip per solution

card. To research a solution, a player

(any player who has money can do

this) must pay one chip and then

they turn over the top solution card

from the pile. If the solution card

icon does not match the icon of the

current crisis card, the players should

leave the researched solution card

face up on the table and continue

researching more solution cards,

paying one chip per solution card,

until they find one which matches

the crisis. 

 



 If the solution card colour matches the crisis

card, players can choose if they want to

enact that solution. They enact the solution by

paying the cost of the solution as listed on the

solution card. Players can pool together to

afford the solution card, for example each

player can pay one or two chips towards it. If

they don’t like the solution, there is no

obligation to enact it, they can keep

searching for another solution that might be

better. 

 

Benefits of
Solution Cards

Not all climate solutions are made

equal. The more just the solution, the

more justice points it carries, and it’s

probably more expensive. Also,

certain players can earn chips back

from different solutions, helping

them to meet their objectives.

 

Enacting
Solution Cards
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Character Card
Character name

Money the character

starts with at the

beginning of the game

Justice points

needed to

achieve personal

objective

Amount of

money needed

at the end to

achieve personal

objective

Character

description is on

the back!

Patenting

Solution Cards

But beware! Conducting too much
research will lead greedy companies to
patent the climate solutions, rendering

them unusable for the rest of the
game. There can only be a maximum of
five solution cards open to use on the
table at any one time. Once there are
five, if players wish to research more
solutions, they will need to choose a

solution card that they do not think they
would like to use, and put it to the side,
‘patenting’ it and they lose access to
that solution for the rest of the game.

Solution Card

Category for

which the solution

can be used

Value of the

solution in Justice

Points

How much money

do different

characters get

with the

application of

this solution

Cost of the

solution in money

Crisis Card

The crisis's

category

Explanation of

the crisis


